Introduction
Dr. Li-Ping Ku (Alan Ku) is the Head of Science and Technology Information Policy Center (STIP)
in the National Science Library of Chinese Academy of Sciences (NSL, CAS) and a position
professor of the School of Economics and Management in the University of Chinese Academy of
Sciences (UCAS). His responsibility is national STI policy research, consulting and services and his
field of research and teaching is the information user and service studies.
He has published five academic monographs include "On Foresight: Sharing Future with
Forwarding Policy", "Digital Library Development: Personalization, Openness and Community"
and "Open Access and Information Services" etc., hundreds of research article such as "Data
Level Metric: Its Concepts and Progress", "Discussion of the emotive element of knowledge
service practice: An empirical study at the Chinese Academy of Sciences" and "Creating and
using Personas for library service in the Web 2.0 era－a case study of the Chinese Academy of
Sciences" etc., ten edited brochures include "Introduction of COAR", "Introduction of arXiv.org"
and "Introduction of BASE" etc., and monthly proofreading the "newsletter of library
information services". All of those publications is open access to everyone.
Alan Ku was born in 1978 in Taipei city. He completed a bachelor of mass communication in
Hsinchu city，and was four years in Germany and Austria to achieve the business diploma and
the master of film and television arts, made doctorate in library science at the Chinese Academy
of Sciences, has a postdoctoral research on scientometrics and patentometrics at National
Taiwan University, was a senior associate researcher in the City University of Hong Kong, and
was the manager to promote FlySheet solution and sale Ex Libris products while he was in the
company. Since 2012, he as an excellent talents from overseas services in the National Science
Library CAS. He participated many times on national open access policy recommendations,
organized cross-departments and cross-organizations policy research and has hold a series of
policy implementation activities such as the China Open Access Week, the Chinese Institutional
Repository Conference, the China Fair Use Week and the Data Librarian Workshop. Alan's
Motto is " well and do, well doer, well done!".
Alan Ku's representative writing is "On Personas: Internet users information behavior and
differentiated service strategy", it spends eight years and he formally introduced his academic
thought by this monograph. The newest research result (July-2017) is that he and his student
publishes an international conference paper with title "The open search.org in open science era:
A communication platform for everyone building their repositories and using others". Alan Ku's
teaching courses focus on practical operability, problem-solve model and foresight-oriented
thought.

